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Abstract 
In drag acceleration guidance for an entry vehicle, a drag-vs-velocity or drag-vs-energy profile needs to be tracked. If there are 
modeling errors, tracking laws derived from feedback linearization may have poor performances. Tracking laws using nonlinear 
model predictive control (NMPC) have satisfactory tracking accuracy, but they are computational intensive. A new tracking law 
concerning both tracking accuracy and computational efficiency is proposed based on NMPC. First, receding-horizon 
optimization in NMPC is replaced by random searching. Second, at each guidance cycle, corresponding trajectories in the 
predictive horizon are obtained using random generated constant bank angles, and the commanded bank angle is the value 
leading to the minimum performance index. Third, bank rate constraint is used to shrink the searching space before the startup of 
random searching. Fourth, a second-order filter is used to estimate the true drag accelerations, and an additional logic modifying 
the tracking law is adopted to take into account the downrange error. Finally, the new tracking law is tested by the simulation of 
500 entry cases with modeling errors. Simulation results indicate that the new tracking law has both high tracking accuracy and 
high computational efficiency and therefore is more suitable for online missions. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics (CSAA).  
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1. Introduction 
Among all the reentry guidance schemes using a reference trajectory, drag acceleration guidance is the most 
classical type. Apollo entry guidance sets the basis of drag acceleration guidance, which can reduce the dependence 
on aerodynamic and atmospheric models [1]. Shuttle entry guidance adopts the longitudinal planning/tracking 
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strategy successfully used in the Apollo program, with the additional capability of adjusting the drag profile during 
entry [2, 3]. Entry guidance methods today are influenced by the Apollo entry guidance and the Space Shuttle entry 
guidance, a lot of work on entry guidance algorithms preserved the drag-acceleration feature [4-7]. 
Drag acceleration guidance includes two parts: generation of the reference drag profile and the drag tracking law. 
By neglecting nonlinearities in drag error dynamics, a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) tracking law was used 
in Apollo reentry guidance and shuttle reentry guidance. Mease proved that shuttle reentry guidance is a linearized 
PID guidance law. He also identified advantages and disadvantages of the feedback linearization (FBL), which was 
used in the entry guidance algorithm EAGLE (evolved acceleration guidance logic for entry) [5]. Roenneke used a 
FBL controller to track drag-vs-energy profile[8]. However, tracking law using FBL is unable to offer satisfactory 
performance if there is modeling error and/or control saturation. Talole improved the FBL controller with a sliding 
mode observer, which can effectively solve the problem caused by modeling error [9]. With the development of 
model predictive control (MPC) and its applications in the control of industrial process [10, 11], MPC has been 
introduced to solve the trajectory tracking problems. Lu solved the tracking control problem for a continuous-time 
nonlinear system and developed a continuous-time nonlinear predictive control algorithm [12, 13]. Based on this 
algorithm, Joel Benito used a different cost function to design a control law different from FBL, and applied it to the 
Mars entry guidance [14]. 
The tracking accuracy of nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) is much higher than FBL, but NMPC has a 
significant disadvantage, i.e. the need to solve a nonlinear optimal control problem online repeatedly. This is called 
receding-horizon optimization. Recently, many numerical methods for solving receding-horizon optimization 
problems have been proposed. These methods can fall into one of two broad categories: direct method and indirect 
method. Direct method is easy to implement, but computationally intensive. For indirect method, the difficulty is 
how to solve two-point boundary-value problems (TPBVP) efficiently. Recently, several methods have been 
proposed, such as symplectic approach[15] and differential transformation method[16]. For three-dimensional 
reentry trajectory control problem, these methods are too complicated to implement, and the bank rate constraint is 
very hard to satisfy. 
In this paper, we try to solve this problem in an innovative way. An efficient nonlinear algorithm for tracking 
reentry drag-vs-energy profile based on NMPC is proposed. Receding-horizon optimization required by NMPC is 
replaced by random searching, which can preserve high tracking accuracy and meanwhile improve the 
computational efficiency. A second-order filter is used to estimate the true drag acceleration. Compensate control is 
executed whenever the downrange tracking error exceeds the predefined value. The performance of the new tracking 
law is demonstrated through numerical simulation results. 
2. Problem formulation 
The dimensionless 3-DOF (degree of freedom) equations of motion of an entry vehicle over a spherical, rotating 
Earth are given by 
sinr V γ    (1) 
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where the differentiations are with respect to dimensionless time W . r  is the distance from the center of the Earth, 
T  is the longitude, M  is the latitude, V  is the atmospheric-relative velocity, J  is the flight path angle, \  is the 
heading angle measured from north and positive in a clockwise direction, and V  is the bank angle measured 
positive to the right from the view inside the vehicle. The Earth rotation rate is Z , refS  is the reference area, U  is 
the local atmospheric density, D  is the drag acceleration, L  is the lift acceleration, DC  is the coefficient of drag, 
LC  is the coefficient of lift, m  is the vehicle mass, and 0g = 9.80665 m/s
2 is the sea-level standard acceleration of 
gravity. Note that r  is scaled by the Earth’s radius 0R , and V  is scaled by 0 0sV g R . 
The negative total energy is defined as[17] 
21
2
Ve
r
     (8) 
It is clear that e  as defined in Eq. (8) is the negative of the specific mechanical energy used in orbital mechanics. 
From the circular orbit to landing, the value of e  varies from approximately 0.5 to 1. If the Earth-rotation term in Eq. 
(4) is ignored, it can be readily shown that 
0de DV
dτ | !    (9) 
Therefore, e  is a monotonically increasing variable in the reentry process. 
The downrange is defined as 
0
cosf
t
t
S V γdt ³    (10) 
Thus, the change of range with respect to total energy is given by 
cos 1dS γ
de D D
 |    (11) 
The assumption cos 1J |  is valid for most of the entry. The flight path angle becomes steep only at the very end 
part of the entry. By scheduling the drag-vs-energy profile, a single guidance reference is provided from the 
beginning of the sensible atmosphere to the terminal-area energy management interface. 
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3. Tracking Law based on NMPC 
3.1. Nonlinear model predictive control 
In general, NMPC algorithm consists of three key elements: predictive model, receding optimization and 
feedback compensation. Figure 1 shows the basic principle of nonlinear model predictive control. Based on 
measurements obtained at time t  and the predictive model, which can be a parameter model or non-parameter 
model, the future output of the system over a horizon pT  can be predicted. Different inputs lead to different outputs. 
Using an optimization technique, the specific input can be found out such that a predetermined open-loop 
performance objective function is optimized. Due to the modeling errors and disturbances, the true output of the 
system is different from the predicted one. In order to make the predicted output more accurate, feedback 
compensation must be taken into account. For example, the predictive model can be revised by online identification 
technique. Therefore, the input obtained using optimization technique is implemented only until the next 
measurement becomes available. The time difference between two measurements is G . At time t G , the whole 
procedure (prediction and optimization) is repeated to find a new input function. This is why the optimization part is 
called the receding optimization. Readers are referred to Ref. [11] for details of NMPC. 
 
Fig. 1. Principle of model predictive control. 
The drag tracking algorithm using NMPC is presented as follows: 
Step 1: Measure x  at the current time t . 
Step 2: With the measured state  tx  as the initial condition, solve the nonlinear optimal control problem given 
as below:  
The terminal time is fixed at pt T , the constraints are the dynamic pressure, heating rate and load factor, and the 
performance index is as follows 
1 2
refref
ref ref
D DD D
J ξ ξ
D D
     (12) 
where D  and D  are the predicted drag and drag rate at time pt T , refD and refD  are the drag and drag rate on 
the reference trajectory and are obtained by interpolating the reference trajectory at predicted total energy e . 1[   
and 2[   are weighting factors. The solution of the optimal control problem will result in an open-loop control input 
, pt t TV ª º¬ ¼ . 
Step 3: Apply the control input , pt t TV ª º¬ ¼  until the next sampling time t G  at the end of sampling interval G . 
Step 4: Return to step 1. 
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3.2. Simplification of NMPC 
A significant disadvantage of NMPC is the need to solve a nonlinear optimal control problem online repeatedly, 
which is referred to as the receding-horizon optimization. The optimization techniques currently used for NMPC are 
computationally intensive and therefore limits the feasibility of applying NMPC. In this paper, random searching is 
used to replace receding-horizon optimization to find a near-optimal solution at each guidance cycle. 
A well-known application of random searching is Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) method, which is an 
efficient tool for path planning. The key idea of RRT is to direct the exploration towards unexplored portions of the 
space by randomly sampling points in the state space, and incrementally “pull” the search tree towards them. Each 
step attempts to extend the RRT by adding a new vertex that is biased by a randomly-selected state x . RRT 
implicitly uses the collision detection function to determine whether the new state satisfy the constraints [18]. 
At current time t  of drag tracking, total energy, drag and drag rate at time pt T  can be predicted by applying an 
input V u  for time increment pT  using Eqs. (1) ~ (6). This input can be chosen at random. The bank angle 
command is the value that minimizes the performance index. The random searching algorithm for drag tracking is 
shown in figure 2. If there are path constraints, the predicted trajectories not satisfying path constraints are 
eliminated. Each input generated at random is kept constant during the prediction horizon , pt t Tª º¬ ¼  
Time
Current 
State
1 1 1, ,e D D
, ,n n ne D D
J Min
1u
nu
t pt T  
Fig. 2. Random searching algorithm. 
Different from receding-horizon optimization, solutions obtained using random searching are near-optimal 
solutions. The normal integration step size 10h s  for random searching is adjusted such that searching horizon 
will not exceed the reference horizon. If altitude is less than or equal to 35 km, the step size set equal to the value in 
Eq. (13) [19]. 
finalV Vh
V
    (13) 
where finalV  is a pre-specified final velocity. 
Before random searching starts, the bank rate constraint is used to shrink the searching space, which can increase 
the tracking accuracy considerably. As seen in figure 3, the variation region of bank angle value (0~180 deg) is split 
into three sub-regions, i.e. 1: , 2: , and 3: . Searching space at each guidance cycle is determined as 
1
max
0
, :l past
u past guid
σ
if σ Ωσ σ σ T
­  ° ®   u°¯
   (14) 
max
2
max
, :l past guid past
u past guid
σ σ σ T
if σ Ωσ σ σ T
  u­° ®   u°¯
   (15) 
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3, :180
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u
σ σ σ T
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   (16) 
where lV  is the lower bound of the searching space, uV  is the upper bound of the searching space, pastV  is the bank 
angle flown in last guidance cycle, and guidT  is the time increment between current time and previous call. 
0maxV
1:
2:
3:
max guidTV xmax max guidTV V x
 
Fig. 3. Variation region of bank angle value. 
For entry missions from orbit, the closed-loop guidance will not be initiated until the drag acceleration reaches a 
certain level (0.2 g in Apollo final-phase entry guidance), which is typically at about 80 km in altitude [17]. During 
the initial descent between the entry interface (EI) and 80 km, the value of bank angle has very small influence on 
drag profile, and therefore the value of bank angle is set to be a constant. 
3.3. Feedback compensation 
NMPC also uses a feedback compensation technique to achieve required high precision. For drag tracking 
problems, the dispersions include those in entry condition at the entry interface due to de-orbit condition dispersions, 
the aerodynamics dispersion, the vehicle mass dispersion, and the atmospheric density dispersion. All these 
dispersions, except for those in the entry conditions, affect only the lift and drag accelerations. During the flight, the 
actual values of lift and drag accelerations can be obtained from navigation data and accelerometer outputs. It is 
realized that only the combined effect of those dispersions needs to be estimated. In this paper, a second-order filter 
is used [19]: 
   1 1n n n s n n sX X X T β X X X T ª º     ¬ ¼   (17) 
   21 1n n n n s
s
β
X X X X X T
T


 ª º   ¬ ¼    (18) 
where, X   is the current ratio of the measured variable (lift or drag acceleration) to its nominal value based on the 
nominal model via Eq. (7), nX  is the past filter ratio, and  0,1E   is a gain, nX  is the past-filtered-derivative-ratio, 
and sT  is the sampling time. To initialize the filter, the first past filtered ratio 0X  is set to 1.0, and the first past-
filtered-derivative-ratio nX  is set to zero. The sampling time used in this work is the same as the guidance cycle of 
one second. Figure 4 shows how the filter works, where 1.3X    is a constant along the whole entry trajectory due 
to modeling errors, and E  is set to 0.9. 
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Fig. 4. Lift or drag filter. 
3.4. Downrange error limiter 
Accurate drag tracking cannot ensure an accurate downrange tracking. In fact, the downrange error is small when 
drag tracking is very accurate. Therefore, only when the accumulated downrange error is large, it is necessary to use 
the contribution of S'  in the tracking law to reduce the error. In this paper, a limitation on the downrange error is 
introduced to prevent large S' . S'  is calculated using Eq. (19). 
0
1 1fe
e
ref
S de
D D
§ ·'  ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹³    (19) 
If the absolute value of downrange error is less than the maximum permitted error maxS' , the computed bank 
angle 1V  is flown. Otherwise, the computed bank angle is modified by a small amount V'  to reduce the 
downrange error. If the modified bank angle exceeds the interval > @min max,V V , the bank angle to be flown is set to 
minV  or maxV . In this paper, maxS'  is set to 5 km. The logic is shown in figure 5. 
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Fig.5. Downrange error limiter logic. 
4. Simulation results and discussion 
The entry vehicle model used in the simulations is that of a capsule vehicle. The vehicle is similar in size, weight, 
and aerodynamic characteristics to the Apollo command module. The base of the vehicle has a diameter of 3.9 m. 
The mass of the vehicle is 5500 kg. At Mach 29.5, the vehicle flies a trim angle of attack of about 160.06 deg, which 
results in an L/D of 0.301. The trim angle of attack is a function of the Mach number, thus the L/D varies between 
0.267 and 0.440 along the trajectory [20]. A limit is place on V  to prevent the vehicle from exceeding a 90-deg 
bank angle, and the maximum bank rate of the vehicle is limited to 20 deg/s. 
The EI (Entry Interface) is defined by the altitude of 100 km. The nominal entry conditions at the EI are given as 
follows: 0 7900 /V m s , 0 2.8J    . The end of the flight is at a terminal altitude of 25 km. The reference drag-vs-
energy profile which is obtained by integrating the equations of motion using a constant bank angle 70V  . 
The dispersed entry conditions at the EI are related to the dispersions in the position and relative velocity at the 
deorbit-burn point by a covariance matrix. The dispersions in the entry conditions and other key parameters used 
here are the same as those used in a recent work on Orion CEV [21], which are listed in table 1.  
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     Table 1. The dispersion of EI conditions. 
State/parameter Distribution 3V value/range 
Longitude (deg) Uniform f0.2 
Latitude (deg) Uniform f0.2 
Velocity (m/s) Gaussian  27.432 
Flight path angle (deg) Gaussian 0.1 
Heading angle (deg) Uniform f0.0973 
Coefficient of lift Gaussian 20% 
Coefficient of drag Gaussian 20% 
Mass (kg) Uniform f5% 
Atmospheric density (kg/m3) Gaussian 20% 
For atmospheric dispersions, ideally the GRAM2010 model should be used for the testing. Without access to 
GRAM2010, a simple atmospheric density dispersion model introduced by Ping Lu [17] is used in the simulations. 
01 Λ sin( )atmosph atmosph refρ ωH φ ρª º  '  ¬ ¼    (20) 
where refU  is the atmospheric density from the 1976 U. S. standard atmosphere. atmosph'  and Λatmosph  are two 
uniformly distributed random numbers in the range of f0.15. The quantity of 0Z !  and 0M  are two fixed constants, 
and H  is the altitude. 
Figures 6~7 show a sample simulation with the proposed tracking law. As seen in figure 6, the proposed drag 
tracking law offers satisfactory performance, the drag error is controlled to a margin of -0.1~0.6 m/s2.  
Figure 7 shows the reference altitude and the actual altitude. The atmospheric density becomes thinner than the 
nominal value around 0.5e   to compensate for the thinner atmosphere the altitude has to be lower than the 
reference to achieve the reference drag. 
 
Fig. 6. Drag tracking error. 
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Fig. 7. Reference and actual altitude profiles. 
Figure 8 shows the downrange error. At the beginning of the entry the atmosphere is thinner than the nominal 
value, thus the actual downrange is larger than the reference. After downrange error exceeds 5 km, the downrange 
error limiter states working, and then the downrange error which has been quickly accumulated is efficiently 
reduced. As long as downrange error reduces to a margin of ±5 km, downrange error limiter stops working. 
Figure 9 shows the commanded and reference bank angles. For most of the entry, the commanded bank angle is 
near the reference. The bank rate is controlled to a margin of ±20deg/s, which satisfies the bank rate constraint. 
 
Fig. 8. Downrange tracking error. 
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Fig. 9. Reference and actual bank angle profiles. 
Figures 10~12 show respectively the drag profiles, drag tracking errors and downrange tracking errors for 500 
cases.  
The simulation results of the 500 cases indicate that the tracking law is valid and robust. The drag errors are 
controlled to a margin of ±0.6 m/s2, and the terminal downrange errors are controlled to a margin of ±5 km, which 
can be seen clearly in figure 12. This is because maxS'  is set to be equal to 5 km. 
 
Fig. 10. Reference and actual drag profiles, 500 cases. 
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Fig. 11. Drag tracking errors, 500 cases. 
 
Fig. 12. Downrange tracking errors, 500 cases. 
4. Conclusions 
In this study, a new drag tracking law for entry guidance based on nonlinear model predictive control has been 
proposed. Random searching has been introduced to replace the receding-horizon optimization, and downrange error 
limiter has been introduced to improve the downrange tracking. The conclusions are drawn as follows: 
(1) The proposed algorithm offers satisfactory drag tracking performance. The drag tracking error is controlled to 
a small margin. 
(2) The downrange error limiter proposed in this paper is valid. The terminal downrange error is controlled to a 
margin of f5 km for all the 500 cases. 
(3) The proposed tracking law has both high tracking accuracy and high computational efficiency, which makes it 
more suitable for online missions. 
The proposed tracking law is only tested for direct reentry problems. For skip reentry problems, its validness and 
robustness still need to be verified. 
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